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Abstract: Problem statement: A wireless sensor network is usually deployed in a harsh
geographical area to gather data that can be delivered to the remotely located base station. Sensor nodes
have irreplaceable energy source, limited computational capability and limited memory. It is a challenge
to maximize the use of energy of these sensor nodes to extend the network lifetime. Approach: This
study proposes a Rank-Based Data Gathering Algorithm for wireless sensor networks. Sensor nodes were
randomly distributed in a network field of different sizes. For every round of data communication, the
algorithm steps were as follows: A set of sensor nodes or vertices were given a random rank between 0
and 1. A link formed between any two nodes if they were within each other’s transmission range. If a
sensor node had the highest rank among its neighbors, then it considered an associate node, else it falls
into the leaf node. Next, the associate nodes form a complete graph among them and later form a Rooted
Directed Tree (RDT) after an implementation of Kruskal’s Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm and the
Breadth First Search algorithm. Finally, a model that takes into account the energy when deciding what
type of node a sensor was implemented. Results and Conclusion: After recording the simulation results,
it is concluded that the RBDG yields a better outcome in terms of lifetime and delay per round for
TDMA than other popular data gathering algorithms.
Keywords: Rank based data gathering, energy awareness, network lifetime, delay per round, breadth
first search, wireless sensor networks, power-efficient
INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks are a series of sensors
randomly or evenly distributed across a vast area used
to monitor disaster areas, terrorist attack areas, forest
fires etc. The sensors are located at random locations
and relay their information to a central base that is
usually far from the region of sensor nodes. Sensors
usually have a few basic properties that come along
with them: one or more sensors, a radio transceiver for
communication, a microcontroller for computation and
decision making and a battery for energy.
Data gathering algorithms are usually measured by
executing the algorithm several rounds. In each round,
data from all the sensor nodes are gathered and then
forwarded to the sink. Data gathering algorithms are
categorized based on the type of communication
structure they will be using, such as clusters, grid,
chain, connected dominating sets and trees. Different
types of clustering and grid algorithms have been
proposed in the literature review. The well examined
algorithms known as Low Energy Adaptive Clustering

Hierarchy (LEACH) and Power-Efficient Gathering in
Sensor Information Systems (PEGASIS) were just a
couple of the several algorithms comprehended while
reviewing literature.
METERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, a Rank Based Data Gathering
algorithm for data collaboration in a wireless sensor
network is proposed. The algorithm works as follows:
A set of nodes are randomly distributed within the
given sensor network. Each node has an energy level of
1 joule and is given a rank between 0 and 1. The
associate nodes are decided if a node has the highest
rank among it and its neighbors. If a node cannot
become an associate node, then it is known as a leaf
node of the neighbor with the highest rank. If a node
wasn’t considered an associate node in the first step or
as a leaf node in the second, then the remaining node’s
rank values are increased and then the associate node is
found and then that node will be included in the
associate list The data aggregation tree is comprised of
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leaf nodes- whose rank are lower than a neighbor node,
associate nodes- whose rank is highest among
neighbors and root nodes-node with the highest rank
within the sensor network. During data communication,
leaf nodes forward their data to their associate node.
The associate nodes then send their data to an upstream
associate node. The root node gathers all the data from
the downstream associate nodes and then sends the data
to the sink, where the data is then fused. Data
communication is occurs in rounds and a RBDG is
executed if energy still remains in a node within the
network. We compare RBDG with LEACH and
PEGASIS through simulations conducted for both
CDMA and TDMA system.

reaches the leader (Lindsey, et al., 2001). PEGASIS was
later innovated with code division multiple accesses,
which used chain based binary scheme to minimize the
delay incurred and reduce the energy metric. For every
round of gathering, each low level node (based on
hierarchy) will transmit data to a higher node and
continue the process until the data is gathered at the
highest level. Then the aggregated data will be
transmitted to the sink. The amount of energy used by
LEACH is fairly lower than that consumed by either of
the PEGASIS’s different implementations. Because of
the fact that nodes are likely to move further away from
each other, PEGASIS CDMA is prone to consuming
more energy per round compared to PEGASIS-TDMA.
This is because PEGASIS-CDMA requires nodes to
communicate over long distances because of the binary
tree hierarchy (Kumarawadu et al., 2008).

Literature: Within wireless sensor networks, sensor
nodes usually have a lot of energy problems for
gathering data so data collaboration algorithms are
Rank based data gathering algorithm: This
much needed in extensive situations. Many approaches
algorithm begins with a group of nodes that connect
have been taken to solve this problem, but nearly all of
with one another if and only if the node is within its
them have unwanted drawbacks. One approach taken to
transmission range. First the nodes generate an
prove direct transmission as a counterproductive
identifier (some integer), in sequential order. The nodes
method was minimum-transmission-energy. When a
are then assigned a unique rank by using a random
simulation of MTE was performed, it was conclusive
generator that is based on the current system time in
that the last node dies sooner using direct transmission
milliseconds1.During each round of execution, a new
than in MTE, thus showing evidence that MTE is more
rank is given to each node. The coordinates of the
energy efficient. (Siva et al., 2005) Some of the more
nodes are generated also using the same method except
commonly used data gathering algorithms are clustering
the time in milliseconds is multiplied by the XMAX
algorithms. These protocols group each set of nodes
and YMAX preset values. The next step in the
and allows for the cluster head to communicate to the
simulation after the nodes are generated is placing an
sink. Two algorithms that will be discussed from our
edge between nodes that are within each other’s
literature will be LEACH and PEGASIS.
transmission range. Using Euclidean Distance formula
During LEACH, the set up phase clusters the nodes
the distance between two nodes is found out. If the
leaving one as the head cluster. While in the steady
distance was less than or equal to the preset
state, the sensor nodes collect the data and later transmit
transmission range, then an edge was placed between
the data to the cluster heads and then the cluster heads
the first node and second node. After the edges were
transmit the data to the sink. Cluster heads are chosen
placed within the graph, an adjacency list was formed
randomly and achieve an approach. Although LEACH
using a TreeMap data structure. Figure 1 represents a
protocol reduces energy utilization by a factor of 8,
snapshot of a network topology of 16 sensor nodes (the
energy is consumed is forming cluster. Further, in
identifier is a unique character label inside the circle)
LEACH protocol, 5% of the nodes are the head nodes
and their rank values (indicated outside the circle).
at the same time that also amounts to energy
This provides us with a rank between 0 and 1
consumption (Cauligi and Raghvendra, 2002). The
Detection of associate and leaf nodes: The assembling
PEGASIS process is completely different; it applies the
of the graph is now completed and the Rank Based Data
greedy approach by presenting the furthest node as the
Gathering Algorithm steps are to be followed to find
starting node. Next the node closest to the start node is
the associate and leaf nodes:
added to the chain and the process continues until all
nodes are added to the chain. In each round, a generator
Step 1: A node becomes an Associate Node if it has the
randomly selects a node as the leader node and informs
the rest of the network (Viterbi, 1995). The leader node
highest rank among all its neighbors.
is responsible for aggregating the information to the
sink node. The first algorithm using PEGASIS used a
Step 2: For each node v that has not been selected as an
time division multiple access approach (PEGASISAssociate Node in Step 1,if there exists a neighboring
TDMA), whose drawback was the length of the delay as
node u that has been selected as an Associate Node in
data moves from the closest node to the next until it
Step 1, then v becomes a leaf node for node u ( Fig. 2).
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(a)

Fig. 1: Snapshot of the network topology graph

(b)

Fig. 3: Execution of RBDG algorithm
Step 3: If a node cannot be assigned as a leaf node for
any Associate Node selected in Step 1, then the node’s
rank value is to be increased using random generator as
an Associate Node and is added to the list of Associate
Nodes (Fig. 3).
Step 4: A complete graph (link between every pair of
nodes) is formed involving the Associate Nodes formed
from Steps 1 and 3.
Step 5: Kruskal’s algorithm (MST) is run on the
complete graph formed in Step 4.
Step 6: The MST formed in Step 5 is transformed to a
rooted directed DG tree with the root being the
Associate Node with the largest available energy.
The associate nodes are generated if a node has the
highest rank among its neighbors. For every node, U, it is
assumed that it can be an associate node and collect all of
its neighbors. For every neighbor node, V, it is verified
Fig. 2: Algorithm for the detection of associate nodes
whether or not its neighbor has a higher rank. If this is
and leaf nodes
true, then the node, U, is no longer considered to be an
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associate node. If U can be considered as an associate
node, then U is added to the associate node list.
The leaf nodes are generated if a node is adjacent
to an associate node and it’s rank must be lower than
one of its adjacent nodes to be considered a leaf node.
For every node, I, it collects its neighbor nodes and
assume that it haven’t yet discovered a leaf node. For
all of I’s neighbors the algorithm checks to see if the
neighbor is in the associate list, if true, then it considers
I as being a leaf node. Finally, it is placed those nodes
without an associate node as a neighbor, into the
associate list. it simply applies this method by adding a
node to the list if it has not been placed in the leaf or
associate node list.
Fig. 5: The rooted directed tree
Construction of the data gathering tree: After the
simulator has accumulated all of the associate nodes, it
forms a complete graph among the nodes. The
construction of the complete graph has a few
similarities to the construction of the original graph.
Except this time the simulator doesn’t worry about the
transmission range when creating edges.

Fig. 6: Rank based data gathering tree

Fig. 4: Kruskal algorithm

It automatically connects every node to another node in
the associate node list. The other difference is to be
kept a list of the edges and their corresponding weight,
for help when forming a minimum spanning tree in the
near future. Upon completion of the formation of the
complete graph, a minimum spanning tree algorithm
must be run in order form a tree. Although Prim’s
algorithm has low memory usage, Kruskal’s (Fig. 4).
can be faster in terms of computations in limited cases.
Following the formation of a spanning tree, next a
breadth first search is run on the given tree. When
executing the breadth first search a root node has to be
found first, which will be known as the sensor node
with the highest rank among the associate nodes, which
is also the highest ranked node out of the entire
network. This method is known as RDT (Rooted
Directed Tree). As the BFS iterates, we keep track of a
parent and it’s downstream nodes (Fig. 5).
When the BFS is completed, now maintain a list is
maintained an upstream node and it’s downstream
children, which includes it’s leaf nodes from the
1403
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decision phase and its downstream nodes from the
MST. The RBDG is now completed when the newly
birthed rooted directed tree is formed from the BFS.
Now the rooted directed tree is applied to the entire
network and forms the Rank Based Data Gather Tree,
as shown below (Fig. 6).
RESULTS
Simulation Results: The simulation of the RBDG was
carried out on a discrete-event simulator. This simulator
has been used to successfully report simulation result
for data gathering in sensor network. The size of the
network is 100×100m. There are 100 sensor nodes that
are randomly distributed throughout the network. Later,
a network of just 60 nodes is also simulated. The sink
node is located outside of the sensor network at the
location (50, 300). Each node is assumed to be able to
allow data communication between it and its downstream
nodes if any. As the energy consumption model is
implemented, a node takes into account the distance
between it and the node it must stream data to, allowing
for a more accurate data communication sequence. With
this simulator, the execution of RBDG with a
transmission range of 20-60m is carried out with
increments of 5. We’ve conducted the simulations for
both TDMA and CDMA systems. 100,000 trials of the
RBDG within a CDMA and TDMA system and the same
for LEACH and PEGASIS are simulated. Each node has
been supplied with an initial energy of 1 Joule.
In a TDMA system, due the time slot variance,
simultaneous communication among the clusters cannot
occur. This also means that an upstream associate node
cannot communicate with more than one of its
downstream
associate
node.
Before
data
communication occurs, each receiver advertises a
distinct time slot for each of its senders. It is also
assumed that each associate node receives data from its
leaf nodes simultaneously before sending data to an
upstream associate node. For the energy consumption
model the first-order radio model will be used
(Heinzelman, et al., 2000). The energy expended by a
radio to run the transmitter or receiver circuitry is Eelec
= 50 nJ bit −1 and = 100pJ bit −1 m2 for the amplifier.
The radios are turned off when a node wants to avoid
receiving unintended transmissions. The energy lost in
transmitting a k-bit message over a distance d is given
by: ETX (k, d) = Eelec * k + amp*k* d2. The energy lost
in receiving a k-bit message is ERX (k) = Eelec* k.

node fail decreased drastically. This is due to the small
amount of associate nodes and large amount of data
aggregation done by the associate nodes. When
simulated with a small transmission range, the network
lifetime increases significantly in both data gathering
tree. The small amount of leaf nodes per associate node
is the cause of this. In sensor networks, the energy
consumed for communication is much higher than that
for sensing and computation (Zheng and Jamalipour).
When the network contains a small amount of associate
nodes, then the energy consumed for communication
decreases for all associates except for the root associate
node. Likewise with the rank and energy based data
gathering tree, the network lifetime increases as the
transmission range decreases. The rank and energy
based version displayed astonishing results with the
lifetime of the sensor network when compared to the
original rank based protocol.
When simulated with a transmission range of 20
meters to 35 meters, the network lifetime was higher
than other simulations. The network lifetime of the
RBDG is lower for the simulations run with a
transmission range of 40 meters and over. As we
simulated a transmission range of 20-25 meters the
average amount of leaf nodes decreased. The lack of
leaf nodes also leads to the lack of energy consumed
per round of data communication.
The height of the tree is dependent on the amount
of leaf nodes that are selected during each round.
When the transmission range was simulated at 20-30
meters, the height decreased slightly which is caused
because they are more leaf nodes on a particular level.
Based on simulation results, the rank based algorithm
is best used when the transmission range of each node
is lower than 35 meters.

Comparison of RBDG with PEGASIS and LEACH:
The methodology used to select the associate nodes and
leaf nodes equalizes the chance for a node to do data
aggregation and forwarding packets to other sensor
nodes. The results below, in Fig. 7, display a sensor
network of 100 nodes, in a field size of 100m by 100m
with a transmission range of 30 and simulated over
100,000 trials. This is one of the main differences
between LEACH and PEGASIS and RBDG. The
results greatly show how such a small difference on
choosing leader nodes can reflect a network lifetime
and delay of a tree.
The data reflects a difference of over just over
Impact of the Transmission Range: when there is a
40% between RBDG and PEGASIS (Meghanathan,
network of at least 15 sensor nodes, then the sensor
2009). The data also shows how the strategy for
network is considered to be completely covered. When
LEACH is a failing one when compared to other data
simulated with sensor nodes with high transmission
range, it is noticed that the number of rounds before a
gathering algorithms.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of RBDG, PEGASIS and LEACH. Field size: 100m by 100m, Transmission range: 25 meters,
simulation trials: 100,100
RBDG and PEGASIS-TDMA resemble an almost
equal consumption of energy when compared to each
other. With the given data it can also be said that a
node, on average, has to gather information from only 3
or less nodes. This is because, PEGASIS-TDMA allows
the downstream nodes to send to their upstream nodes
and each node has only one upstream parent in the DG
chain. Since PEGASIS-TDMA consumes less than 1%
more energy than RBDG, we can see where the
conclusion of 3 or less leaf nodes originates from
(Meghanathan, 2009). PEGASIS-TDMA has a chain
gathering strategy that has proven to be insufficient when
compared to other DG algorithms. The delay is at the
maximum (maximum delay = n number of nodes) point
with the PEGASIS-TDMA algorithm. When comparing
RBDG to LEACH, the data shows a difference of almost
50% with both algorithms (Meghanathan, 2009).Because
of the delay in PEGASIS-TDMA and of the energy
consumption in LEACH-TDMA, the figure shows both
RBDG has a lower rate of energy consumption per round
of each delay.

network lifetime with RBDG is 3 and 2.2 times more
than that incurred for LEACH and PEGASIS
respectively. The delay per round of data gathering is
significantly lower compared to that of PEGASIS and
LEACH. The energy consumed per round of data
gathering for both RBDG is less than half of that
incurred with PEGASIS and LEACH. Compared with
LEACH and PEGASIS, RBDG is fair with respect to
the usage of the nodes and this reflects in the relatively
larger value for the network lifetime, measured as the
round of first node failure due to exhaustion of energy
reserves. Overall, the rank-based data gathering
algorithm and its energy entity can be a significant
addition to the list of data gathering algorithms that can
simultaneously maximize the network lifetime as well
as minimize the delay per round of data gathering. In
future this study has to concentrate on increasing the
transmission range and energy consumption for
efficient data gathering.
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